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“Breed To Lead” was a very successful seminar. It was truly an

was a very nice hotel with a horse riding arena, in keeping with

enjoyable educational experience for everyone. The first day,

the spirit of the seminar. The instructor, Christine Jamar, was

the practical part, was held at Eng. Mohamed Waly’s residence

helpful and eager to teach. She was very patient with the very

and stud. The place was elegant, peaceful and welcoming. The

young participants and their inquisitive questions. She shared

participants got a firsthand experience on how horses were

her long journey with Arabians starting from when she was

judged at shows. They were given cards to evaluate different

just a little girl till she became a renowned Arabian breeder

horses just like at the show. Then the instructor evaluated

and an ECAHO A list judge. The seminar covered conformation

these horses and discussed each horse with the participants.

information and breeding topics.

The second day, the theoretical part, was held at …… which

“Breed To Lead” was Horsmnuity’s second seminar and,
like the first one, it served many purposes. It was a great
opportunity for networking and sharing. That was due to the
fact that the participants were a very diversified group in age,
experience and background. There were renowned breeders
alongside young breeders. The diversity extended to the
sponsors who were show horse breeders (Al-Gamal Stud &
Al-Bawady Stud) and a race horse breeder (Sika Stud). The
management of the seminar was highly professional and took
into consideration every single detail concerning the event.
At the end, participants were handed participation certificates
signed by Christine Jamar as they took a photo with her
in front of the seminar’s wall of fame. It was a memorable
experience for everyone. q
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